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after some very busy first months of this year 
we can look back with great satisfaction on 
numerous licence deals for our autumn novelty 
“Can You Hear The Trees Talking?”. This is the 
first non-fiction children’s book by world famous 
forester author Peter Wohlleben. Special 
thanks go to our agents who did a wonderful 
job in selling rights to this title when it was not 
available yet.

In this catalogue you will certainly find a lot of 
promising new titles for each age group. I will 
only focus on a few of our highlights.

Please pay special attention to Sabine Ludwig’s 
novel for middle grade readers: “Pandora and the 
sinister Mr. Philby”. If as a young reader yourself 
you liked “Emil and the detectives” and enjoyed 
endless reading hours with Enid Blyton’s books 
you can imagine what joy today’s young readers 
can expect from this novel. 

“Henry Smart” by Frauke Scheunemann is a 
fast pacing adventure story staring a shy boy 
and the entire crew of Teutonic Gods. It is the 
perfect read for all those who like espionage 
thrillers and last minute rescuing twists.

bayala®, Schleich®’s successful unicorn toy series 
will be accompanied by four books for beginning 
readers. Girls of that very age love unicorns and 
fairies and fairy tale settings. So, here are their 
books to enjoy.

Paul Maar, Oetinger’s bestselling world famous 
author will turn 80 this December. His works 
are actually in print in 22 countries. We are 
happy to introduce new titles: our famous SAT 
is back again for Christmas – and now with new 
illustrations by Nina Dulleck. Some of you might 
remember “Uncle Florian’s flying Fleamarket”, 
a wonderful collection of riddles, stories and 
DIY-ideas. We are happy to introduce a new 
edition of this classic. Cheers for a wonderful 
birthday collection: “The Big Paul Maar Book”. 
Here they are all united, his very best stories 
and illustrations of 50 years.

You see, there is a lot – and actually a lot more! – 
to discover in this catalogue. Have a look, enjoy 
and feel free to ask for reading copies.

Katharina Depken and I are looking forward 
to meeting you in Frankfurt or receiving your 
mails.

Best wishes 
 
 
 
 
 

Cover illustration from “Das große Buch von Paul Maar” (“The Big Paul Maar Book”, p. 20) by Paul Maar

Renate Reichstein
Rights Director

Editorial
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Rights Director
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Board Books Age 12 Months +

Martina Leykamm

Hee haw! My Toys
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0786-3

Many of the toys that fascinate our tiny 
tots can be found in this picture dictionary. 
Each double page is devoted to one or 
two subjects. Particularly delightful: the 
handwritten representation of sounds 
and noises that some things produce and 
children always want to imitate. 

Martina Leykamm

Nee Naw Nee Naw! My Vehicles
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0785-6

Many of the vehicles that fascinate our 
tiny tots can be found in this picture 
dictionary.  Each double page is devoted to 
one or two subjects. Particularly delightful: 
the handwritten representation of sounds 
and noises that some things produce and 
children always want to imitate. 

Martina Leykamm

Sleep Well! My Goodnight Book
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0784-9

Many of the things that fascinate our tiny 
tots can be found in this picture dictionary.  
Each double page is devoted to one or 
two subjects. Particularly delightful: the 
handwritten representation of sounds 
and noises that some things produce and 
children always want to imitate. 

Martina Leykamm

Quack, quack! My Baby Animals
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0783-2

Many of the baby animals that fascinate 
our tiny tots can be found in this picture 
dictionary.  Each double page is devoted to 
one or two subjects. Particularly delightful: 
the handwritten representation of sounds 
and noises that some things produce and 
children always want to imitate. 

These picture dictionaries for modern families have 
fantastic illustrations packed with playful details.  
They are ideal for reading at home and on the move.
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Board Books Age 18 Months +

Marina Rachner / Anne-Kristin zur Brügge

How Little Children Get Off To Sleep
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0560-9

Peaceful slumbers and sweet dreams! How 
do other families wish each other goodnight? 
That’s what we find out in this wonderfully 
warm-hearted board picture book. And it’s not 
as though every family’s cherished bedtime 
rituals are the same: some cuddle, others sing, 
some stroke and kiss. The result is always the 
same, though – in the end, the children simply 
cannot keep their weary eyes open any longer. 
The book provides lots of suggestions and 
inspiration for goodnight rituals.

Jan Gadermann / Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Mats & Frida Look Forward  
to Christmas
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0838-9

Mats and Frida are really looking forward to 
Christmas! But there’s still a lot to do before 
it’s here: Mats and Frida bake mince pies, 
make Christmas stars and also a wonderful 
discovery: it’s snowing! 

Susanne Weber / Tanja Jacobs

The Little Owl Celebrates Christmas
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0770-2

Mummy, Daddy, Granny and Grandpa all 
have lovely presents to give the little owl. 
But “oops!” she has no presents at all for the 
others. Luckily, she has a good idea: “A kiss 
for everyone! Oh, that’s nice. There’s no better 
present than a kiss!” The little owl has no 
painful bumps this time, but she does have an 
excellent idea for a gift, and it’s told in simple 
and delightful rhymes for all her fans. 

Save All Your Kisses for Me! 
It’s Christmas Time

Delightful rhymes illustrated with  
gentle humour that inspire parents: 
soothing ways to send our little ones  
off to dreamland! 

First-time Christmas rituals for tiny  
tots, in age-appropriate language  
that’s perfect for the very young. 

 Also available:

 How Baby Animals Go To Sleep  
 ISBN 978-3-7891-7843-6 

More than 125.000 copies sold!  
Translation Right sold to China and USA/UK. 
English translation available.

Also available:

Mats & Frida. Everything’s All Right Again!  
ISBN 978-3-7891-0396-4 

 Mats & Frida. Goodnight,  
  Cuddly Bunny!  
  ISBN 978-3-7891-0397-1 

  Mats & Frida. Come on,  
  Mats, you can do it!  
  ISBN 978-3-7891-0481-7 

  Mats & Frida. Frida Wants  
  to Play, too!  
  ISBN 978-3-7891-0482-4

“Ow!” Said The Owl  
ISBN 978-3-7891-6706-5 

Good Night, Little Owl!  
ISBN 978-3-7891-2453-2 

Translation Rights sold to China.  
English translation available!

More than 230.000 copies sold:
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Board Books Age 18 Months +

Kerstin M. Schuld / Susan Niessen

Stroke Me and I’ll Neigh!
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0836-5

There are lots of animals to see and hear in 
the petting zoo. They neigh and quack and 
baa and bleat! The children can touch the 
chick’s soft down, the goat’s rough fur and 
the little lamb’s woolly coat. And the really 
special thing is that when they stroke an 
animal, it makes the proper sound. 

Uli Waas / Susan Niessen

Stroke Me and I Quack!
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0835-8

“Look how pleased the ducks are when 
we scatter grain for them!” The little 
duck’s belly is cuddly and soft – and when 
the children stroke it, the duck begins to 
quack. The little girl has plenty of favourite 
animals: a puppy, a pony, a cuddly cat and, 
of course, her lovely soft teddy! She takes 
the readers through the garden and into the 
house – and when they meet one of the  
         animals, they just have to stroke its fur  
        and it will start to bark, neigh or meow! 

Frauke Weldin / Stefanie Vogt

Stroke Me and I’ll Fall Asleep!
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0814-3

Snuffle! Purr! Growl! All baby animals are 
snuggled off to sleep by their mummies and 
daddies with oodles of patience, warmth and 
love. Each double page features a different 
baby animal that’s being put to bed. Stroke 
them very gently and you can hear a little  
owl, a baby rabbit or a kitten snuffle, growl  
or purr contentedly.  
So, come on and  
snuggle down,  
little kitten, and  
I’ll stroke you  
with my paw! 

A touch-and-feel book with  
super sound effects and a 
cuddly snuggle factor. 

>> Hum! <<>> Purr! <<

Touch, Feel and Hear the Sound! 
Interactive Books With Different Touch Elements and Deceptively Realistic Animal Sounds on Every Spread
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Board Books Age 24 Months + Board Books Age 24 Months +

Kerstin M. Schuld

The Christmas Elf and the  
Little Bear
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0451-0

Happy ending in Winter Wood! While 
he’s out looking for firewood for his 
hearth, the Christmas elf happens 
upon a teddy bear buried in deep snow 
in the wood. Little Ida is terribly sad 
because she’s lost him. The elf quickly 
sets out to bring Ida her teddy in time 
for Christmas. That will be the best 
present of all for Ida! 

Heike Vogel/Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Goodnight, Little Bear!  
Will You Turn the Light On?
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0809-9

Light on, light off! The little bear is already 
in his cot, when he realises he hasn’t got his 
cuddly whale. Quickly, turn on the light! 
There it is. Now baby bear can go to sleep. 
Light off, goodnight! But no, he’s forgotten 
something else. Will you turn the light 
back on for him? Only when he’s also got 
his comfort blanket, his little car and his 
dummy in the bed with him can the bear 
finally fall asleep. Light off, goodnight! 

Kerstin M. Schuld

If the Lamp Lights Up, it’s the Right 
Answer! My Light-Up Home Book
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0798-6

You’re sure to know all about your own home. 
What do you need if you want to do some 
baking? What tool is useful for hanging up a 
picture? What do you put on when it’s raining 
outside? If you know the right answer, tap on 
it and a little lamp will light up.

Kerstin M. Schuld

If the Lamp Lights Up, it’s the Right 
Answer! My Light-Up Farm Book
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0797-9

There’s lots to see and do on the farm.  
Which vehicle is the farmer driving across 
the field? What do rabbits eat? Which animal 
gives milk? What a lot of questions! And  
only with the correct answers do the little 
lamps light up. 

Delightful Christmas stories  
for the very young with rhymes 
they can join in reciting.

The little ones will be amazed: a 
board picture book with a built-in 
light on every page that they can 
switch on and off themselves!

       One question on each  
spread and five to six possible  
solutions to choose from.

1        If you tip with your finger  
 on the right answer …
2

      … the light will lighten up.3

1

2

3

NEW
SERIES
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Board Books Age 24 Months +

Susanne Lütje / Stefanie Reich

Sleep Well, Little Bat!
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0800-6

How bats get off to sleep: although the little 
bat is already very tired, she can’t get off to 
sleep. That’s because her sleep sheep isn’t 
there and without it, she just stays awake. 
Mummy and Daddy help her to search 
everywhere for it. In the end, they do find the 
sleep sheep. It had been hiding by the window. 
Now everyone’s happy and they can all get to 
sleep at last. 

Sabine Praml / Christiane Hansen

When Seven Little Hares Race  
Happily Around the Christmas Tree
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0839-6

Christmas will soon be here and there’s still 
plenty to be done at the hares’ house: baking 
mince pies, making presents and singing 
Christmas carols. One by one, the tiny sacks 
on the Advent calendar are opened.

Miriam Cordes / Sonja Fiedler-Tresp

Now You’re a Big Brother! For …
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0847-1

Miriam Cordes / Sonja Fiedler-Tresp

Now You’re a Big Sister! For ...
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0846-4

The joy a baby brings! It’s very exciting when a new brother or sister arrives.  
To start with, the new baby is really tiny, but still it can yell pretty loudly sometimes. 
Luckily, there’s a big sister/a big brother who can help bath the baby or push the  
pram and also sing very loudly so that the baby starts laughing again. Isn’t it great  
to be a big sister/a big brother?!

What a lovely present to bring  
brand-new big sisters/big brothers

There’s space on the cover for a personal dedication.

A sleep-inducing bedtime story not 
just for bat children: A book that’s 
sure to be a favourite, with catchy 
new rhymes by Susanne Lütje and  
cute pictures by Stefanie Reich

New stories about the popular seven, 
humorous and warm-hearted, and a 
perfect gift for the very young.

Also available: 

Come On, Little Bat,  
You Can Do It! 

978-3-7891-7944-0

Also available:  When Seven Tired Little Hares 
 Rush to Bed at Night  
 ISBN 978-3-7891-6645-7  
 Translation Rights sold to  
 Belgium / The Netherlands 

 When Seven Cheeky Little  
 Bunnies Scamper Away and Hide  
 ISBN 978-3-7891-7010-2 

 When Seven Grumpy Little  
 Hares Bounce Gaily Through  
 Puddles Without Any Cares  
 ISBN 978-3-7891-0464-0

More than 54,000 books from the series sold!
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Stories to Read-Aloud Age 2+ Stories to Read-Aloud Age 3+

Miriam Cordes

My Read-Aloud Advent Calendar
24 Cards  |  EAN 4260160880775

Cards instead of doors! Waiting for Christmas 
with a difference: The first Advent calendar 
with 24 short Christmas stories on small 
cards to read to the very youngest. Playful 
and atmospheric, for touching, listening, and 
looking forward to Christmas every single day 
in Advent. A wonderful ritual from December 
the 1st to the 24th, and a special moment for 
parents and children of two and over. 

Katharina Wieker

The Read-Aloud Book for  
Nursery School Children
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0055-4

Tim’s life! In this anthology of six picture-
book stories, we accompany young Tim 
through daily life: Tim makes new friends 
at nursery school, learns to ride a bike, has 
a birthday party, gets to fly in a plane when 
he goes on holiday and once even has to go 
to hospital. Particularly exciting: he and 
his brother will perhaps be getting a pet. 
But do they?

Cover by Naeki Ishida

My Favourite Children’s Classics
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2504-5

Picture-book wonderland! The eight 
best-loved children’s classics in one book. 
Twelve illustrated double pages for each 
classic, all retold in age-appropriate language. 

It contains: 
• PETER PAN 
• HEIDI
• LITTLE PETER’S TRIP TO THE MOON
• ALI BABA AND THE 40 THIEVES 
• NILS HOLGERSSON 
• ALICE IN WUNDERLAND 
• THE WIZARD OF OZ 
• PINOCCHIO

The perfect present!

Cover by Stéffie Becker

My Favourite Three-Minute Stories 
For Sweet Dreams
144 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0047-9

Short stories, dreams that last! There’s 
always time to curl up with a short, three-
minute story even if getting into those 
pyjamas took a little longer than usual. And 
soon, pleasant dreams are being dreamed of 
sparkling fairies, dripping phantoms, brave 
knights and hungry house dragons.

Six encouraging  
stories for nursery  
school children in  
an extra-thick book

Thirty-two of the best three-minute 
stories on children’s favourite  
subjects in one volume, with colour 
illustrations on every double page.

Twenty-four numbered cards  
in sturdy paperboard, with large 
illustrations and stories, for the  
very young to look at, listen to  
and touch. Ideal for infant hands.   

Sleep Tight, Sweet Dreams –  
Read-Aloud Cards for Tiny Tots  
 EAN 4260160880652 

 My Favourite Animal Stories –  
 Read-Aloud Cards for Tiny Tots  
 EAN 4260160880768
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Stories to Read-Aloud Age 4+

Sandra Grimm / Katrin Oertel

Powerful Stories to Read Aloud. 
Heroes, Friends, Great Deeds
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2735-3

Give it a try! Stories all about courage, with 
many creative suggestions for games, handi-
crafts and joining in. A book full of discoveries  
to be made, stories to tell and things to do. 

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonlight. 
The Advent Calendar Book
200 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0020-2

SOS! Christmas in danger! The inhabitants of 
the Enchanted Forest are in uproar! There’s 
a rumour that Christmas will not be taking 
place this year. That cannot be, Little Bear, 
Dragon and the magician think to themselves, 
and set out to do all they can to spread the 
Christmas spirit. And lo and behold, on 24 
December, the nut tree at the top of Fairy Hill 
is ablaze with lights. Christmas is saved! And 
that means, so is Advent for all Maluna fans, 
as well! 

Katja Richert / Lisa Hänsch

Will You Read To Me?  
Goodnight Stories – With a  
Pick-a-Story Wheel of Fortune
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-4297-4

What are you going to read to me tonight? 
Spin the wheel! Bedtime is even more fun with 
this read-aloud book containing 20 goodnight 
stories to choose from. Just flick the pointer 
on the cover of the book, look for the small 
picture it stops at in the list of contents and 
read the corresponding story. Sweet dreams 
guaranteed! 

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonlight and the 
Little Light Fairy
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2926-5

It’s not just children’s eyes that will be 
sparkling here! When Maluna Moonlight sees 
the glow-worm parade in the night sky, she 
knows it’s time once more for the Enchanted 
Forest’s light festival! And so she sets out 
with Lottie, her very own moth, to pay a visit 
to the little light fairy, Candelia Candlelight 
– but not, of course, without first collecting 
the little witch Ranuncula Scribbles with her 
glimmer potion and the other inhabitants of 
the Enchanted Forest! What a brilliant light 
festival it’s going to be! 

The Maluna Series has been sold to Romania

A truly brilliant picture book for 
snug story times with a glow-in-
the-dark effect on the cover and 
also on every page.

An enchanting run-up to Christmas. 
Spread over 24 x 2 detachable pages, 
the book contains a story about 
Maluna, as well as recipes, craft tips, 
songs and lots of other lovely things.

The perfect book for a new good-
night ritual: 20 popular subjects, 
including princesses, pirates, animals 
and knights, plus a pointer on the 
cover for story-time fun and games! 

Will You Read Me a Story?  
ISBN 978-3-7707-4296-7

With a story wheel of fortune 

Fantastic Read-Aloud Stories –  
Witches, Dragons, Magicians  
ISBN 978-3-7707-2647-9  
Spanish Rights Sold (South America) 

 Cosy Read-Aloud Stories –  
 Dreams, Stars, Rainy Days  
 ISBN 978-3-7707-2922-7 

 Hilarious Read-Aloud Stories –  
 Nonsense, Silliness, Tomfoolery  
 ISBN 978-3-7707-2733-9 

 Read-Aloud Christmas Stories –  
 Stars, Angels, Sleigh Rides  
 ISBN 978-3-7707-2648-6 

 Wild Read-Aloud Stories –  
 Pirates, Knights, Robber Gangs  
 ISBN 978-3-7707-2732-2  
 Spanish Rights sold (South America) 

 Enchanting Read-Aloud Stories –  
 Princesses, Fairies, Mermaids  
 ISBN 978-3-7707-2921-0
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Stories to Read-Aloud Age 4+ Stories to Read-Aloud Age 5+

Marliese Arold / Elisa Vavouri

Wanda and the Christmas Wonder
144 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2120-7

Small angel, huge good luck! Wanda is up 
in the attic shortly before Christmas, when 
she discovers Woosh, a little angel with a 
bent wing. Woosh urgently needs Wanda’s 
help if he is to perform all his jobs for Father 
Christmas. At the very latest when Wanda’s 
little sister is born, every reader, young or old, 
will discover in this delightfully touching 
story the true wonder of Christmas: the love 
that resides in human hearts. 

Susanne Glanzner / Anja Grote

Carly Comet
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0013-4

“Tap, tap, tap!” Who’s that knocking on the 
window in the middle of the night? Paul tiptoes 
across the room and pulls back the curtain. 
Unbelievable! Carly Comet, the little astronaut 
and space explorer, is hovering in the air 
outside – in a flame-red rocket. Paul is thrilled! 
Naturally, he would love to go for a ride with 
Carly Comet and fish real MARSmallows on 
Mars. So Paul grabs his cuddly rat, Conrad, and 
hops aboard the rocket. Shortly after, when star 
girl Chrissy Crystal tells them about a shooting 
star that has just crashed into the middle of a 
rainbow, they are all determined to go and help 
repair the rainbow! 

Katharina Neuschaefer / Katja Gehrmann

King Arthur and the Knights of the 
Round Table
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-3335-4

For the knights of the story round! Attentively, 
the young listeners follow the fabulous 
adventures of the young knave Arthur, who 
becomes the King of England. They listen 
in wonder to the stories of Excalibur the 
sword, of Merlin, of the warring Norsemen, 
of beautiful Guinevere, noble Sir Lancelot 
and, of course, the Holy Grail. And the 
adults are impressed by how well Katharina 
Neuschaefer tells the legends of Arthur of the 
Round Table in child-appropriate language.

Susanne Glanzner / Anja Grote

Carly Comet. Off to Dragonland!
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0014-1

Paul really used to think going to bed was 
stupid, a pure waste of time! If he stayed up, 
he could get on with all kinds of things, like 
finishing his model pirate ship, for example. 
But then, one evening, he hears a tap, tap, 
tapping at his window. Outside he sees a rocket 
in the air. From then on, Carly Comet, the 
space pilot, takes Paul with him on his nightly 
outings to strange galaxies, and what Paul 
experiences there surpasses everything he 
has ever known before. Going to bed has been 
a lot less stupid since then! Even when Carly’s 
rocket has to go into the garage for a service, 
Paul goes along with him, of course, with his 
cuddly rat, Conrad, stuffed into the top of his 
pyjama pants. Suddenly, they hear an almighty 
bang and there, in front of them, they see a 
small dragon. He takes our friends all the way 
across space to the land of dragons and then 
back again, to Paul’s cosy room.

A small hero for children  
who don’t like going to bed

Great adventures with a snuggle 
factor perfect for goodnight rituals! 

A wonderful adventure in  
chapters ideal for reading aloud 

To be continued in Spring 2018

This heart-warming Advent calendar 
story reveals what  
Christmas is really all  
about in 24 chapters.  
Beautifully illustrated  
by Elisa Vavouri.

Heroic sagas: an ever-popular sub-
ject with children and adults alike, 
reinterpreted here as read-aloud 
stories for children, with humorous 
illustrations by Katja Gehrmann.

NEW
SERIES
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Activity Pads Age 4+

Charlotte Wagner

My Nursery School Puzzle 
Fun. Dot to Dot
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0033-2

Fantastic dot-to-dot fun! From 
dot to dot to the finished picture: 
complete the giraffe and draw a 
goal for the goalkeeper. And what 
will the dinosaur look like when 
he’s finished? 

Charlotte Wagner

My Nursery School Puzzle 
Fun. Pirates
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0030-1

Puzzle fun for young pirates! 
Colour in the treasure chest, help 
the pirate to make his way to his 
ship and count how many fishes 
there are in the sea. Children will 
have great fun with this motley 
mix of puzzles!

Charlotte Wagner

My Nursery School Puzzle 
Fun. Find the Mistake
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0032-5

Fantastic puzzle fun for little 
clever clogs! There are mistakes in 
all of the pictures - who can spot 
them? The numbers in the picture 
indicate how many mistakes there 
are to be found.

Charlotte Wagner

My Nursery School Puzzle 
Fun. Farm
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0031-8

Exciting puzzle fun on the farm! 
How many spots does the cow 
have? Which path takes the cock 
to the hen house? And which sheep 
belong together? Down-on-the-
farm activity fun with mazes, 
dot-to-to pictures and find-the-
mistake puzzles. 

Charlotte Wagner

My Super-Thick Puzzle Pad
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0060-8

An extra portion of puzzle fun! 
Puzzles, pictures to complete, 
counting and connecting the dots. 
This mix of puzzles is huge fun and 
guaranteed to banish boredom!

Eighty MAXI puzzles on 160 
pages for nursery school 
children. You (or the child) can 
find the right answers on the 
back of each page. Practical, 
low-priced and plenty of fun!

Forty MAXI farm puzzles, multi- and single-coloured,  
for nursery school children (pictures only). You (or the child)  
will find the right answers on the back of each page.
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Picture Books Age 3+ Picture Books Age 4+

Lieve Baeten

The Great Big Little Witch Book
154 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0837-2

The Little Witch is very inquisitive and very 
busy discovering the world. Who can repair a 
broken broomstick? How can she make sure 
she is admitted to Witch School? And where on 
earth can her beloved cat have gone to? This big 
anthology full of discovery pictures with lots 
of details for the children to spot is made up of 
the picture books The Inquisitive Little Witch, 
The Little Witch’s Birthday, The Little Witch 
Celebrate Christmas, The Little Witch Goes 
Travelling and The Clever Little Witch.  

• Heaps of witchy fun for young readers:  
 a wonderful journey of discovery into the  
 world of this children’s favourite 
•  Commemorating 25 years of the Little Witch 
•  Best-selling “Little Witch”: altogether more  
 than 1.5 million copies sold

Erhard Dietl / Stefanie Stickel

The Ogglies.  
Grandad Oggly Makes Spaghetti
40 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0802-0

Tuck in! The Ogglie children are hungry, but 
that’s not a problem for Grandad Oggly! He 
and Lena did, after all, come up against each 
other in a cookery contest 500 years ago. 
She made spaghetti with green pesto, while 
Grandad Oggly produced shoelace pasta with 
green mould mash. Now who do you think 
won the competition? 

Susanne Lütje / Eleni Livanios

The Nicest Dad in the World! /  
The Nicest Mum in the World!  
A Turnaround Book
40 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0866-2

Who has the nicest mum in the world? The 
little polar bear, whose mum keeps him warm? 
The human child whose mummy tucks him 
up in bed? And who has the nicest daddy in 
the world? The little bear cub, whose daddy 
gives him bread and honey? The human child, 
whose daddy sings him a song? In the end, all 
the children come to the same conclusion: “My 
Mum and my Dad are the nicest in the world!”

Erhard Dietl / Stefanie Stickel

The Ogglies.  
Mummy Oggly Bakes a Cake
40 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0803-7

 Mmmh, delicious! It’s the Ogglie twins’ 
birthday, so they simply have to have a 
birthday cake. Mummy Oggly and Leo, 
who’s on a visit to the rubbish tip, set to 
work preparing not one but two cakes. 
Now which one do you think the Oggly 
children will like? Leo’s lemon cake or 
Mummy Oggly’s stinker cake? 

Translation Rights of the Series sold to 
Sweden, Romania, Bulgaria, Belgium 
(French), USA, UK, China, South Korea, 
Taiwan and The Netherlands

Cooking and baking with the Ogglies: interactive  
stories with real children’s recipes and heaps of fun!

The two bestsellers together at last 
in one picture book that can be read 
from both ends. What a delightful 
present every child will love! 

Translation Rights sold to South  
Korea, Spain and South America,  
Lithuania, Latvia, Slovakia, China,  
Ukraine, Taiwan, Iran and USA/UK

Many more titles available 
in the OGGLIE Series
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Picture Books Age 4+ Picture Books Age 5+Picture Books Age 4+

Sabine Ludwig / Isabel Kreitz

The Door Stays Shut
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0046-1

Mummy and Daddy have a living room full of guests and it’s time  
Oscar finally went to sleep. »The door stays SHUT!« calls Mummy.  
But Oscar is thirsty. And hungry. And he’s bored, too. Then  
suddenly a waiter with a cup of hot cocoa leaps out of his  
  wardrobe, followed by a cook with scrump- 
         tious cake and even a musician. And  
               somehow they all look  
                  very familiar to us.  
                     After so much excitement,  
                      even Oscar falls into a  
                     contented sleep. 

Nina Hammerle

The Wild and Wonderful House 
in the Clouds
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-4923-2

What a neighbourhood! The wild and 
wonderful house in the clouds is still 
swathed in darkness, but each time we pass 
from one side to the next, a window lights 
up. And behind each window, there is a new 
inhabitant with a story to discover. As well 
as the UFO dachshund Poldi, for instance, 
we have Irving Clevercloggs, who’s busily 
counting peas, Dick and Harry, some 
bouncing bears and Finn’s wife, who’s an 
astronaut. 

Susanne Lütje / Heiko Krischker

Otilie Catches the Book Thief
40 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0772-6

One, two, three: here come the rat police! 
Ottilie is a good-natured rat, who loves 
reading and lives in Mrs Number Nip’s book 
shop. Ottilie has made herself at home in her 
hammock on one of the bookshelves, where 
she reads, makes up rhymes, builds artworks 
with books and keeps a watchful eye on her 
favourite stories. One day, a dodgy-looking 
man comes into the shop. Ottilie pays close 
attention and, yes, unbelievable! The man 
is actually trying to steal books. But Ottilie 
is faster. With the aid of her homemade trip 
trap, she catches the thief! 

Heart-warming and Congenial 
A Tale of Bedtime Banishment

Picture-book premiere for dream team Sabine 
Ludwig (story) and Isabell Kreitz (illustration)

Whimsical, tongue-in-cheek,  
wonderfully wacky: Nina Hammerle’s 
HOUSE IN THE CLOUDS introduces 
children to the joys of discovery and  
has them returning to look at the  
pages again and again – and to  
laugh their heads off.

For all Ottilie fans, here comes 
the first big adventures about 
our book-loving rat.

Also available: 

The Reader Rat’s ABC  
ISBN 978-3-7891-0773-3
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MAXI Picture Books Age 4+ Beginning Readers Age 6+

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonlight. 
A Magical Friendship
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0050-9

The little fairy makes her big entrance in the 
MAXI picture books! It’s full moon in the 
Enchanted Forest and Maluna is incredibly 
happy! That’s because her wolf always pays 
her a visit at full moon. Then the pair tell each 
other the most wonderful stories for as long as 
the moon shines down on them! 

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonlight Learns to Swim
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0048-6

Fairies and water don’t necessarily mix. But 
in the end, Maluna does take the plunge and 
lets her friend Nike, the mermaid from the 
lake in the Enchanted Forest, teach her to 
swim. Will she succeed?  

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonlight. Wild Weather 
in the Enchanted Forest
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0049-3

What’s up in the Enchanted Forest? A 
moment ago, there was the most beautiful 
sunshine; now it’s snowing and suddenly 
there’s a gale blowing. Well, that’s obvious: it’s 
Wild Weather Day. And, of course, Little Bear 
and Little Dragon immediately know what’s 
to be done. 

Rüdiger Bertram / Heribert Schulmeyer

Coolman and Me. 
Heroes of the School Bazaar
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0818-1

When men get down to work! Kay’s class 
is doing handicrafts for the school bazaar. 
Finn and Kay try making a kite first. Of 
course, COOLMAN pokes his nose in and 
knows it all better, as usual. His kite is a 
dangerous, fire-breathing creature and 
can obviously fly higher than anyone else’s. 
The two boys’ kite looks more like a green 
elephant, and it ends up flying away. Then 
they have a go at making little chestnut men! 
But COOLMAN persuades them to make evil 
monsters instead – and they turn out to be the 
bestselling items at the bazaar! 

Fantastic and even scientifically proven: Maluna 
is the favourite fairy of four- to nine-year-olds!

Great fun for all primary school 
levels, not just, but also and even 
for boys who are reluctant readers.  

More titles available in this series!
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Beginning Readers Age 7+

Salah Naoura / SaBine Büchner

Superhugo Flies 
to the Moon!
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0403-9

Hugo simply cannot stand fireworks, 
especially rockets! So he’s really 
cheesed off when Happo, the 
neighbours’ stupid dog, fearlessly 
climbs aboard a rocket and lets himself 
be shot into space! When Hugo’s friend 
Frog finds that his brother Croaky is 
also on board of Happo’s rocket, he 
immediately converts his supercar 
into a rocket. After all, only true 
superhounds can fly to the moon!

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies. 
The Stinker Sock Banquet
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0494-7

Ogglies from all over accept Great-
Aunt Odele’s invitation to dinner. 
Even Mr Paddock from London and 
the lazy king travel to Krempendorf 
to see her. At 1700 years old, the 
old curmudgeon is the oldest in the 
family and she has an extremely 
valuable legacy to bequeath: a 
(delicious-smelling) stinker sock that 
she had as a child. She announces a 
competition: the stinker sock will go 
to the person who’s the best cook. All 
the Ogglies immediately head for the 
kitchen.

Bjarne Blomkvist / Lisa Brenner

A Case for Three. 
A Mysterious Break-in
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0807-5

Who can solve the mystery? Semra, 
Carlo and Ben are faced with a mystery: 
the pet shop has been burgled, but at first 
sight there’s no evidence of anything 
having been stolen. The odd thing is that 
the doors of all the guinea pigs’ cages 
are wide open. Once six guinea pigs have 
been recaptured, it becomes clear that 
the seventh is missing. A surveillance 
video puts the three sleuths on the trail 
of a shady diamond smuggler. 

Bjarne Blomkvist / Lisa Brenner

A Case for Three. 
The Mysterious Will
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0808-2

Who can solve the mystery? 
Cantankerous Mr Bird has left Uncle 
Till a legacy. The only trouble is, he hid 
his will somewhere in his villa before 
he passed away. Uncle Till has just 90 
minutes to track it down or he won’t 
inherit. A difficult task for which he 
immediately asks detective trio Semra, 
Carlo and Ben for help – especially as 
the dead man’s greedy niece is doing 
her best to throw him off the scent.

Exciting fun for beginning 
readers: an extremely 
popular classic genre, 
redefined and for the first 
time specially adapted for 
beginning readers! 

More cases to come!

Clever humour and delightful, 
amusing illustrations make  
SUPERHUGO great reading  
fun for beginners and more 
advanced readers. Book 1 in  
the series was voted Best Be- 
ginning Reader Book of 2015. 

This is a first! Never before have 
all the beloved Ogglies appeared 
together in one volume; and 
Great-Aunt Odele makes her first 
appearance.  

More titles available!

      Each book encourages the children to help guess what has happened  
and solve the mystery. In each one, there are five full-page mystery  
pictures containing answers and clues that bring Ben, Carlo and Semra  
step by step nearer to solving the case. The children can then read the  
answer or the instruction to turn to the next page. 

NEW
SERIES
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Bayala® Beginning Readers Age 7+ Children’s Fiction Ages 6+

Florentine Wolf

bayala®. Princess of the 
Land of the Elves
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0832-7

Eyela catches sight of a group of 
elves performing tricks on their 
horses’ backs. They are rehearsing 
for the grand summer tournament.

Florentine Wolf

bayala®. 
The Broken Mirror
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0834-1

During a spectacular tournament 
something awful happens: Eyela 
tumbles off her horse and her magic 
mirror breaks.

Florentine Wolf

bayala®. 
The Sun Elves’ Secret
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0833-4

Eyela and Feya discover a secret 
chamber inside the elfin palace,  
and there they happen upon a  
very old book of spells. The two 
elves are curious, of course, to  
see whether the spells work…

Florentine Wolf

bayala®. 
The Magical Jewel
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0862-4

Elf princess Eyela magic mirrors broke 
when she tumbled from her horse. Since 
then, disaster has befallen the land of 
the elves. Leonora the magician sends 
Eyela and Feya to Oracle Mountain, 
where they are to find a magic jewel 
that will replace the mirror and restore 
peace to the country.

• “bayala®” is the extremely  
 successful product line of  
 Schleich®, the company  
 famous for the exceptional  
 quality of its toy figurines

• “bayala®” stands for  
 fascinating stories about  
 kind but strong elves.  
 bayala® is the land of the  
 elves and home to unicorns,  
 winged horses and dragons. 

• Core target audience:  
 girls of 5 to 9 

• Some 80% of 5 to 8-year- 
 old girls love the elves,  
 unicorns and winged horses  
 of the Schleich® bayala®  
 theme world. 

• Fabulous read-aloud  
 books for girls, fairies and  
 princesses 

• The Number 1 subject for  
 girls: magical horses, foals  
 and rainbow unicorns 

• Two enchanting stories for  
 best friends in every book 

• With a host of large-format  
 illustrations 

Welcome to the Magical World of bayala®! 
The Number 1 Subject for Girls: Magical Horses, Foals and Rainbow Unicorns
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Children’s Fiction Age 6+Children’s Fiction Age 6+

Martin Baltscheit / Maria Karipidou

Australian Outsider
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0045-4

The Australian exchange student really does behave oddly, preferring to sleep in the 
garden pond instead of his bed and swallowing the entire chicken in one go. Also, his teeth 
are so very sharp and pointy. Martin Baltscheit’s new book takes a look at how it feels to 
be an outsider. The highlight: to begin with, the fact that the guest is not a boy at all, but a 
crocodile, is only apparent from the pictures!  

Rüdiger Bertram / Heribert Schulmeyer

Freda Fractious and Me. 
Freda Takes the Plunge
96 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0467-1

Small doll, big mouth! Shy little Anna is not 
happy when she hears she has to go swimming 
with her school class - quite unlike her cheeky 
doll, Freda, who wants to go and push stupid 
Stephen into the water because he’s always 
picking on Anna. And it seems even jumping 
in off the three-metre board is easy-peasy for 
Freda.  But in the end, it’s Anna who, thanks to 
Freda’s crazy stories and her new friends’ praise, 
musters all her courage and jumps. Splash! 

Barbara Rose / Naeko Ishida

The Fairy School. 
A Magical Surprise
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-4629-9

Fairy dust and adventure! Rosalie and Nikki are 
really excited. They have been selected to pick 
the magical sproodlecabbage that grows on the 
banks of mysterious Lake Murgle. They have 
only just arrived when they come face to face 
with Murxi, a scary lake monster whose roar 
makes them tremble with fear. But then Rosalie 
discovers why Murxi is yelling so loudly.

Aren’t We All in Some Way Outsiders? 
The New Book by Martin Baltscheit

Fresh, lively, Freda: a chirpy, cheerful  
and pretty encouraging little doll.  
A book for girls who already have or  
are still looking for a little courage.

A humorous, philosophical 
book for the whole family from 
the pen of bestselling author 
Martin Baltscheit, with modern, 
mischievous illustrations by 
Maria Karipidou.

That’s how beautiful fairy adventures 
can be: with gorgeous, wonderfully 
detailed, colour illustrations.

Freda Fractious and Me  
ISBN 978-3-7891-0434-3

The Fairy School.  
Enchantment in Magenta Wood  
978-3-7891-4626-8 

The Fairy School.  
 The Enchanted Postbox  
 978-3-7891-4627-5 

 The Fairy School.  
 A Unicorn for Rosalie  
 978-3-7891-4628-2

ONLY ONE DAY   978-3-7915-2702-4 

Translation Rights sold to Spain,  
China, Hungary, Romania and  
The Czech Republic 

English sample translation available 

More than 16.000 copies sold in Germany

CROW AND BEAR   978-3-7915-0025-6 

English sample translation available
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Peter Wohlleben – Children's Non-Fiction Age 6+

Peter Wohlleben / Illustrations by Stefanie Reich

Can You Hear The Trees Talking? 
A Short Journey of Discovery in the Woods
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0822-8

Do trees have a language of their own? Do tree children 
have a nursery? Why are wild animals frightened of people? 
Peter Wohlleben answers questions that are unusual, 
original and often very funny. His easy-to-understand and 
nearly always surprising answers help children to see life 
in the woods with new eyes. The gifted storyteller draws on 
his decades of experience as a forest ranger as well as the 
latest research findings. 

The First Children’s Book by Bestselling  
Author Peter Wohlleben
Explore the Woods and Discover the Surprises They Hold 

An appeal for people to be more mindful in 
their attitude to the environment, nature 
protection and sustainability by bestselling 
author Peter Wohlleben.

Sold to: Denmark, Estonia, English  
World Rights, France, Italy, South Korea,  
Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia  
and the Czech Republic
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Children’s Fiction Age 8+ Children’s Fiction Age 6+

Paul Maar / Nina Dulleck

Uncle Florian’s Flying Flea Market
272 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0851-8

Bye bye, boredom! Hello, activity book! Paul and Lena are 
sitting staring into space, thoroughly bored, when Uncle 
Florian comes flying in out of the blue. He has some of 
the most astonishing things hidden away in his small 
turboprop aeroplane that’s a flying flea market: picture 
stories, pictures to colour in, upside-down pictures, letter 
puzzles and lots and lots of stories. Letters are used as 
building blocks, criminal cases are solved. Shorter stories 
alternate with creative activities and hilarious cartoons. 
There’s no better way to banish boredom! 

Paul Maar et al

The Big Paul Maar Book
256 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0824-2

A family book? An anniversary book? A birthday 
book! An affectionately chosen selection of his 
most popular stories, from the cheeky Sat and 
the tattooed dog to Mr Bello, celebrating the 80th 
birthday of Paul Maar, the great hero of children’s 
literature. It also features many of his well-known 
and well-loved rhymes and poems alongside a 
colourful mix of brand-new texts and illustrations. 
A book to snuggle down with, leaf through, revel 
in, to make you smile and marvel, with familiar 
elements to recognise and new ones to discover. 
Just open it up and read aloud! 

Happy Birthday, Paul Maar! 
Congratulations to a Still Young 80 Years Old Genius

Full of variety, weird and wonderful:  
an invitation for children to try out new 
things and let their imagination run 
wild, just like at a proper flea market! 

A magnificent book for the whole family 
and a masterly gift for any occasion. 
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Children’s Fiction Age 7+ Children’s Fiction Age 7+

Paul Maar / Nina Dulleck

A Week Full of Saturdays
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0815-0

Always Saturdays! One Saturday, a peculiar creature  
turns up seemingly out of nowhere at Mr Pocketbeer’s.  
The creature has red hair, a big round tummy and blue  
dots on his face: it’s the Sat. He’s loud and cheeky, and he  
sings and talks in rhymes from morn till night. Now, these  
are all things Mr Pocketbeer normally doesn’t like, but still  
the two end up having a whole week filled with fun together. 

Paul Maar / Nina Dulleck

The Sat Celebrates Christmas
144 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0816-7

Wishes come true at Christmas! The Sat has never experienced anything like it 
before! What kind of creatures are the ones with the wings that supposedly live in 
heaven? Why is Father Pocketbeer suddenly being so secretive? And why are people 
bringing trees into their living rooms? When the Sat invites a few colleagues from 
the world of Sats to his very first Christmas, some intentional – and also one or two 
unintentional – wishes come true. But in the end, the many Sats give Mr Pocketbeer 
a tempestuous, truly and absolutely unforgettable Christmas Eve. 

Curtain up on the Sat   
A Top Seller for Generations: 4.7 Million Sat Volumes sold

Perfect Christmas Present for Sat Fans 
Boisterous, Charming, With Everything the Heart Could Wish for

Delightful, mischievous and with 
rich scenes newly illustrated by 
Nina Dulleck: the children’s classic 
from Paul Maar!  

The series is sold to: Albania, Bosnia, Brazil, 
Bulgaria, China, Croatia, Estonia, Hungary,  
Iran, Japan, Lithuania, Romania, Russia, Serbia, 
South Korea, Thailand, The Czech Republic, 
Turkey, Ukraine and United Arab Emirates.
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Children’s Fiction Age 8+ Children’s Fiction Age 9+

Katja Frixe / Florentine Prechtl

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes – 
Chocolate cakes for Everyone
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0051-5

Clara is terribly excited: With a little help 
from Mrs Owl and her friend Leo, she is busy 
planning her birthday party, which will be 
held at the Magical Bookshop of Wishes, of 
course. But then Mrs Owl has to go away and 
Monsieur Hibou, her French stand-in, turns 
the whole bookshop upside down, comes 
with a tiresome Persian cat and a mysterious 
crystal ball and, instead of chocolate cakes, 
provides baguette with smelly cheese!

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies and the 
Shrinking Powder
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0810-5

Whoops, we’ve shrunk the Ogglies! Lydia 
and Yvonne are two ladies who detest 
nothing more than dirt. When Professor 
Fizzywine develops a cleaning powder 
that unintentionally shrinks everything 
it touches, the ladies are delighted. In the 
night, they attempt to shrink Smelliville’s 
rubbish tip to nothing. When the Ogglies 
wake up the following morning, they find 
that they, too, are really tiny and in danger 
of being captured for the local flea circus. 
But even shrunken Ogglies are strong! 

Barbara Rose / Andrea Glökler

Camilla’s Mysterious Kitchen Magic
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0794-8

There’s nothing very difficult about cooking, 
is there? Or is there? The Linden Tree 
restaurant is soon to close because Missi’s 
father is an all too experiment-happy failure 
as a cook. Rescue arrives in the shape of 
the quirky Camilla, who moves in with the 
Sugars words straight away, bringing her 
mysterious cookery book with her. She lets 
Missi and her best friend, Theo, into the 
magical secret of cooking. And when word 
gets out that Camilla’s culinary creations 
work real wonders, the restaurant is soon 
filled with life, at last. But will Camilla’s 
cooking also be able to help Theo’s parents?  

Billy Bock / Anna Schindler

The Fly Foxes. Our gang book 
with lots of secret tips
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0048-5

Seven girlfriends you must be! Filippa, Luna, 
Ina, Noriko, Karlotta, Elena and Nelly are the 
»FLY FOXES« – and they’re inseparable. At 
least, they are until the bother begins when Ina 
suddenly decides they should bring in boys. No 
way! If that’s what she wants, then she should 
start her own gang with Alex and Anthony. 
But then the three break into the Foxes’ secret 
hiding place, disappear without trace, and the 
plan of the Baptist Cave vanishes from the 
wall of their gang headquarters. The Fly Foxes 
set out to rescue Ina, Alex and Anthony, and 
that means climbing down into the dangerous 
cave themselves. It’s a good thing Foxes can 
always rely on their gang!As magical as Mary Poppins, as 

brilliant as Jamie Oliver and with 
fantastic recipes to try out as  
an added extra. To be continued!

Thrilling gang fun in diary style, 
with fantastic new heroines and 
plenty of tips for bold girls to start 
their own gang. Beautiful, with a 
host of four-colour illustrations.

The latest adventures of the  
most extraordinary large family in  
German children’s literature! Huge  
fun, even when they are really tiny:  
THE OGGLIES by Erhard Dietl.

Book 3 in the series is the perfect 
birthday present for girls of 8 and 
over who love books!

 The Magical Bookshop  
 of Wishes  978-3-7915-0021-8 

  The Magical Bookshop  
  of Wishes. Harry – the  
  mysterious Hamster   
  978-3-7915-0043-0 

Volume 4 to be published in Spring 2018!
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Nina Weger / Nina Dulleck

The Heroines Club – 
High Treason at Boarding School
240 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0466-4

A hurricane lays waste to the Matilda 
Imperatrix! As luck would have it, the school 
coffers are empty and things are looking bad 
for headmistress Petronova. A few horrid 
teachers even want to see the boarding 
school for special girls close down. Not if 
Pina, Flo and Blanca have anything to do 
with it, though! They enrol their school 
in a world championship that requires no 
very special talents to win some juicy prize 
money. But a traitor plans to prevent their 
winning and puts the girls in great danger. 

Christine Nöstlinger

Lilli’s Supercoup
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0471-5

Lilli and Marlen have always been best 
friends and now they’re at grammar school 
together. So is Armin, who stinks of cheese 
whenever he gets excited. This naturally 
does nothing for his popularity. One day, 
Lilli cheats a little to help Armin in maths. 
When this comes out, she finds herself 
having to give him private coaching in the 
summer holidays. To make matters worse, 
Lilli and Marlen’s parents decide to take 
him on holiday with them. 

Sabine Ludwig / Cover by Sabine Wilharm

Pandora and the Sinister Mr Philby
272 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0060-7

Crime in Cornwall! The holidays come 
around at last, and so Pandora can go home 
to her beloved hotel on the Cornish coast. 
Unfortunately, things are not looking too rosy 
for the hotel, which has very few guests at all 
this summer, and one, who is a little out of the 
ordinary. He is Phinnaeus Philby, who claims 
to be a painter in search of a very particular 
subject. But what is he really after? The lost 
treasure of Camelot? One morning, a dead 
man is discovered lying at the edge of the 
cliffs, and suddenly Pandora and her friends 
Zack and Ashley find themselves in great 
danger. Rescue arrives from a completely 
unexpected quarter. 

Angie Westhoff

The Book of Curious Wishes. 
The 13th Wish (Book 2)
265 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0437-1

Finn and his friends have only just solved the 
mystery of the book of strange wishes and 
already the adventure continues. The friends 
decide to write their own book of strange 
wishes over the holidays. But they are only 
just beginning to solve the problems when 
their book is stolen!

Children’s Fiction Age 10+

Gripping, turbulent and very British: 
The latest stroke of genius from 
bestselling author Sabine Ludwig is 
brimming with dark humour and 
delightfully wacky characters.

An imaginative story of adventure 
and friendship: heart-warming and 
full of unexpected twists and turns. 

A story of growing up between 
school, friends and family that’s  
couched in humour and yet told  
with incredible insight into  
children’s everyday lives and cares!

More than 40,000 copies sold!

Translation Rights sold 
to China and Turkey

Translation Rights sold to Turkey

Volume 1:  The Heroines Club.  
 Kidnapping at Boarding School  
 ISBN 978-3-7891-0465-7

 “A lively and fast-paced start to  
 a new series for girls that’s sure  
 to find an enthusiastic readership.”  
 BuchMarkt March 2017

Also available: 

The Book of Curious Wishes  
ISBN 978-3-8415-0194-3

 “In The Book of Curious Wishes,  
 Angie Westhoff presents us with  
 a highly complex and exciting  
 reading adventure that is simply  
 bubbling with imagination and  
 has readers on the edge of their  
 seats right to the last page.”  
 Die Rheinpfalz, 18.11.2011 
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Young Adults Age 11+Childres's Fiction Age 10+

Frauke Scheunemann

Henry Smart. 
Working for the God Boss
288 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0423-7

The gods must have lost their minds! Henry is faced  
with the most boring summer holidays of his life – he’s 
off to Bayreuth with his father. Nothing could be worse. 
But then everything changes when they order pizza. 
Instead of pizza, Henry finds a bad-tempered giant at the 
door. Very soon, Henry is lying prostrate before Odin, 
yes, before the ruler of the Norse gods himself. Odin has a 
bone to pick with his old enemy, Alberich the dwarf, and 
it seems Henry could come in very useful for that. Before 
he knows what has happened, Henry is racing through 
world history with Odin’s daughter, Hilda. The first book 
in a new series, very funny and featuring a smart hero.  

Mascha Matysiak

Boys Strictly Prohibited
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0491-3

In love? Pah! Not me! From the Wonderbra 
and the first spots to sex education: these 
are all on the menu in this book. Leni and 
Emma think it’s really embarrassing to 
see how the other girls and boys makes 
fools of themselves and so they make a 
pact: love, no thank you! Their plan doesn’t 
work out, of course, because Fintan joins 
Leni’s sports club and she suddenly gets 
butterflies in her stomach – and terrible 
pangs of conscience because Emma really 
must not know about this! 

Stephanie Pólak

Mr. Right or How I Invented 
My Boyfriend
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0438-8

Prince Charming – Wanted ... and Invented!
What’s this, then? Lynn wonders, when her 
friends Meral and Joey come back from their 
holiday head over heels in love, grinning like a 
pair of Cheshire cats. And to add insult to injury, 
they actually start trying to set her up with 
someone, too. Well, Lynn’s not having any of it! 
She quickly invents a lover in far-off Hamburg, 
complete with letters and flowers. But soon the 
deception begins to wear a little thin … 

Fast Moving, Full of Action and Fun 
The First in the New Bestselling Series! 

Popular author  
Frauke Scheunemann  
gives the classical  
story a new twist!

Book 2: Henry Smart.  
The Dwarf King’s Uprising  
will be published in  
Spring 2018

A light-hearted story of  
romance and friendship! 

A ride on the hormonal roller coaster 
through the chaos of adolescence: 
comical, zippy and brilliantly funny!

What a delightfully fresh, new 
type of protagonist! What a  
brilliant idea: clique, holidays,  
first romance, mind of her own
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Kathrin-Lena Orso / Nathalie Dombois

Your Style –  
Mad About Bass and Beats – Greta
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0504-0

Four best friends in Berlin, four passions, four 
books: After Romy, the new movie star, and 
sporty Pepa, Book 3 is devoted to music fan 
Greta. She knows the best rock songs of all time 
and where to find the coolest discs (and the 
oldest vintage leather jackets) and she’s always 
compiling playlists for her friends – to play 
at parties, when they’re lovesick or any other 
time. She also has a secret that she can’t even 
share with her friends. 

Angela Kirchner

Far Closer Than Too Close
288 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0057-7

It all started with a crash. It was that night, 
that party that changed everything in Fay 
and Luke’s lives. All Fay and her girlfriend 
really wanted to do was stay home that 
night, but instead they end up in the middle 
of a motorcycle race between Luke and 
Ben, in the middle of the accident – and in 
the middle of a new life. And then Fay and 
Luke meet one day. Although they should 
hate each other, sparks fly – and they are 
not just sparks of anger!

Ariane Schwörer / Meike Hamann

Your Style.  
Fashion for Friends – Josi
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0505-7

The four friends Romy, Pepa, Greta and 
Josi are happiest when they’re hanging out 
together – except when they’re pursuing 
their great passions: Romy wants to be an 
actress, Pepa a handball champion, Greta 
a music star and Josi, who was the new girl 
to begin with, has an amazing talent for 
fashion design. Best if she tells you all about 
that herself… 

Andreas Götz

Bad Boys and Little Bitches
272 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0764-1

Betrayal, intrigues and forbidden romance: 
Lizzy, Finn, Elif and Leon are best friends. 
When new girl Vanessa comes to their school, 
they include her in their group. Not until it 
is far too late do they realise that she has 
involved them all in a web of intrigue, lies 
and secrets. One night, things get completely 
out of hand at a wild party, and the following 
morning Vanessa is dead. The friends begin 
to suspect each other because Vanessa had 
betrayed each of them in the worst possible 
way. But then Lizzy suddenly remembers 
exactly what happened that night. Now 
she knows who has Vanessa on his or her 
conscience! 

Told in trendy magazine style with 
WhatsApp chats, playlists, tests …

Best friends and their dreams: acting, 
sport, music, fashion. Told in trendy 
magazine style with scribbles, posts, 
smoothie recipes, horoscopes and 
much more besides. 

Also available: 

 Your Style – Meet the Movie  
 Star of Tomorrow – Romy  
 978-3-8415-0508-8 

 Your Style – Three Cheers for  
 Goal Girl Pepa  
 ISBN 978-3-95882-044-9

Also available: 

Above the Rooftops,  
Just the Two of Us  
978-3-95882-118-7

Modern, stirring and unvarnished:  
an unusual love story, told from  
two perspectives.

Gripping and written in 
the racy style of Gossip Girl 
and Pretty Little Liars.

To be continued! Book 2 is  
due for release in spring 2018.



Young Adults Age 14+

Joyce Winter

Dreamkeeper. 
The Academy of Dreams
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0499-9

Right in the middle of the school year, 
Allegra is called up to the Academy of Dream 
Intelligence to become a dream agent, just like 
her late parents. Dream agents are specialists 
who watch over people’s dreams to prevent 
their souls from taking harm as they sleep 
and also to prevent the fine membrane that 
separates our dreams from the real world from 
becoming torn. Hardly has Allegra arrived at 
the academy, however, she realises the agents 
themselves are in the greatest danger and that 
they must have a traitor in their ranks.

Marah Woolf

BookLess. Forever Unforgotten
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0395-4

Lucy’s battle to save the world of words is 
becoming ever more dramatic. Poisoned by 
Batiste, she loses her memory and so becomes 
a victim of the league and is forced to accept 
betrothal to the far older Beaufort. Although 
Nathan is also blackmailed, he manages 
to warn Lucy’s friends so that they can get 
away. Will the lovers succeed in making 
their escape together and finally locate the 
guardians’ hidden legacy?

Marah Woolf

Divine Spark – Don’t Hate Me!
464 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0041-6

The new school year has arrived and Jess is 
trying hard to forget Cayden after all he did 
to her. But Zeus and his gods appear to have 
other plans, and on her very first day back at 
school, Jess suddenly finds herself face to face 
with Cayden. Is she in danger? Can Agrios 
have followed her to Monterey? Jess really 
doesn’t want to get mixed up in the crossfire of 
the gods; all she wants is a perfectly ordinary 
life. But what is normal, when you can see 
and enter the world of the gods? And most 
importantly, how long can she really keep on 
hating Cayden? 

Peer Martin

What Can Anyone Do?
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0867-9

Not look the other way! Read! Take action! 
Against the background of the terror attacks 
in Nice, Istanbul and Berlin, Peer Martin 
conducts four fictitious interviews in four 
different places. He talks to his dog, Lola, to 
his three children, a young Somali refugee 
and a German teenager. He asks all the 
questions that have set many of us thinking 
today, including this one: What prospects do 
young people have given the legacy they can 
expect from the previous generation? 

A thrilling, fast-paced novel about 
the world of dreams, which is far 
from being as safe as it appears, 
and the story of a girl, who is being 
trained at a secret academy to 
restore the adividing line between 
dream and reality and so to protect 
everyone she loves.

An absolutely topical plea that’s 
both political and poetic from Peer 
Martin, winner of the 2016 German 
Children’s Literature Award

Excitement and romance: A must 
for all fans of an absorbing read.

Translation Rights sold to Hungary

Divine Spark – Don’t Love Me  
978-3-7915-0029-4  

 English sample  
 translation available 

 Volume 3 to be  
 published in Spring 2018 
 978-3-7915-0042-3

Summer under Black Wings  
ISBN 978-3-7891-4297-0 

English sample  
translation available

Also available: 

BookLess. Words Engulf Time  
978-3-8415-0486-9 

 BookLess. Web of Emotions  
 978-3-8415-0487-6

 “BookLess is a must for all  
 bookworms and kids who  
 want to become one!” 
 lizzynet.de, May 2017
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